MOBILE GIS

ELECTRICAL STORM

BARBARA LEIGH SHIELDS EXPLAINS HOW A UTILITIES
COMPANY WAS ABLE TO STREAMLINE ITS OPERATIONS,
SAVE COSTS AND BRING TOGETHER PAPER AND
ELECTRONIC RECORDS USING A MOBILE GIS
With budgets being a chief concern during an
organisation’s digital transformation, a location
strategy is needed to improve eﬃciency
and save cost. Optimising ﬁeld operations
should be a part of any organisation’s
strategy because it’s one of the easiest ways
to streamline mobile workﬂows. Location
intelligence is central to ﬁeld operations
management because it keeps information

in the US for 70 years. Over that time, it has
accumulated volumes of paper maps and
asset data forms to document its electrical
system. Today, CEPC’s service area comprises
57,000 square kilometres with 2,500km
of line. Eight separate power distribution
cooperatives collectively own CEPC.
For this operation to run smoothly, all its
poles, rights-of-way and equipment must be

information from a computer back at the
oﬃce before heading out into the ﬁeld;
and, since paper records were not always
returned to the oﬃce, these records were
sometimes inaccurate. The paper maps
tended to become outdated quickly. As older
workers retired, it was diﬃcult to completely
capture their knowledge of the electrical
system so it could be conveyed to new staﬀ.
To streamline processes and make
information more accessible, timely and
accurate, CEPC chose to implement
ArcGIS ﬁeld mobility apps. These apps,
including Collector for ArcGIS and
Survey123 for ArcGIS, enabled ﬁeld crews

MANY LINEMEN HAD LITTLE COMPUTER EXPERIENCE, WITH SOME
HAVING ONLY USED ONE TO FILL OUT THEIR TIMESHEETS EACH DAY
ﬂowing between ﬁeld and oﬃce in realtime. A location-enabled workforce quickly
responds to scheduling and priority changes,
while automated workﬂows made possible
by GIS save workers from mundane tasks,
enabling them to focus more on ﬁeld work.
Central Electric Power Cooperative (CEPC)
is an electric transmission services utility
that has provided power to central Missouri
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maintained, serviced and inspected every year.
However, due to outdated and sometimes
inaccurate maps, oﬃce staﬀ and linemen
in the ﬁeld were often forced to work with
diﬀerent information from one another. While
some of CEPC’s asset data was recorded
electronically, all its maps were on paper.
To service all its assets, linemen had
to rely on these paper records or access

Having the location of assets on Collector maps
made it easy for linemen and right-of-way
coordinators to get driving directions to those assets
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to streamline their workﬂows using
easy-to-use portable tablet devices.
The CEPC team tested Collector for ArcGIS,
Survey123 for ArcGIS, and Navigator for ArcGIS.
They soon realised that these apps could serve
as a uniﬁed system, allowing everyone to
work from the same data, whether they were
in the ﬁeld or in the oﬃce. ArcGIS apps also
appealed to CEPC decision-makers because of
how well they worked together in connected
as well as disconnected environments, since
the utility’s electrical system covers mostly
rural areas with sparse internet connectivity.
CEPC’s goal was to achieve thorough,
accurate asset data collection for service,
maintenance and inspection. The utility
also wanted the ability to navigate the
many assets that span its service area.
Altogether, these ﬁeld apps enabled
greater eﬃciency, providing precise asset
record keeping while helping linemen
easily get to and from their assignments.

A more accurate map

To build a practical solution for ﬁeldwork,
the CEPC team ﬁrst needed to create an
accurate basemap of its service area that
could be used while oﬄine. This was a
challenge due to the large size of the
high-resolution satellite imagery data
that had to be fed into mobile devices.
Using ArcGIS Pro, CEPC therefore built
an optimised map package that could be
side loaded onto a mobile device for use

Collector contains all the existing paper-based
and electronic data for Central Electric Power
Cooperative’s (CEPC) assets

oﬄine, anywhere across the utility’s service
area. The utility then used Collector to record
the existing paper and electronic data for all
their assets and make it available as a feature
layer to display on the map. Then, using
Survey123, they built a smart form to record
asset inspections. Finally, with Navigator, ﬁeld
employees would be able to navigate from
asset to asset across CEPC’s road network.
Having the location of each asset on a map
would make it easy for linemen and right-ofway coordinators to get driving directions to
assets across the entire network. The utility
was now ready to begin testing what they
hoped would be a seamless suite of apps.

Notice Board™
A web mapping application which brings mobile-friendly
smart searching to community websites.

What day should
we put our green
recycling bin out?

Fiinnd a vet
for Patch
Find out more: cdcp.io/nbd/

www.geoconnexion.com

local
Who’s our
councillor?
Jack’s football
Jack’s
football
Sunday 9.30am
-Black Park
Where is it?

Call Highways
– Yet more
potholes!!!
Where can we
recycle our old
fridge?
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at their ﬁngertips. In addition, they could
easily jump between Collector, Survey123
and Navigator to navigate to any asset in
the system. Linemen in the ﬁeld now had
everything they needed to complete their
daily work assignments without calling the
oﬃce or referring back to paper maps.

Field apps take action

Navigator for ArcGIS enabled ﬁeld employees at
CEPC to easily navigate from asset to asset

The goal was to have the apps in place for the
linemen’s annual winter inspections project.

Implementing the solution

Following a three-month testing period, CEPC
was convinced that moving forward with
the ArcGIS apps was the right solution. Many
employees in the IT department were familiar
with Apple products and CEPC was pleased
with how they performed in the ﬁeld, so it
chose to use iPads for ﬁeld data collection.
Many linemen had little computer experience,
with some having only used one to ﬁll out
their timesheets each day. A number of them
had mobile phones, but for others, this was
their ﬁrst experience with a smart device.
Given the vastly varying degrees of
comfort staﬀ had with mobile technology,
CEPC created a detailed, paper-based manual
that documented how to use the apps with
step-by-step notes and pictures. The IT and
line design departments also conducted a
training session for the entire ﬁeld workforce,
demonstrating various scenarios while
linemen followed along on their iPads.
The linemen reported that using the
ArcGIS ﬁeld apps on the iPads helped them
get their jobs done better and more eﬃciently.
Side-loaded satellite imagery basemaps on
mobile devices covering the entire service
area enabled ﬁeld crews to retrieve the
information on-demand – whether they had
Internet access or not – and see the details
for any asset they needed to investigate,
including its service records. For the ﬁrst time,
staﬀ had all the information for each asset
32

Using Collector and Survey123 has made
CEPC’s data more complete, consistent, and
conformant with regulatory requirements.
Collector contains all the existing paper-based
and electronic data for CEPC assets. And for

making it easy to see where to focus needed
repairs. Streamlining the inspection process
also allowed more people to perform queries
to see where attention was most needed
and to ascertain the full scope of what was
needed in a speciﬁc area. This helped to
greatly focus and prioritise critical issues.
Additionally, CEPC reported that using
Navigator dramatically improved how its
ﬁeld crews got around its expansive electric
system. This was especially beneﬁcial to the
staﬀ who visit some areas of the system
relatively infrequently. And having diﬀerent
‘car’ or ‘truck’ modes within Navigator

CREWS NEED ONLY RELY ON THEIR IPADS AS A SINGLE
SOURCE OF TRUTH
the previous year’s annual winter inspection
of poles and lines in the system, crews used
Survey123 to create fully documented
inspections of each structure. A glance at the
interactive map shows a clear set of red dots
that indicate hot spots where problems exist,

enables employees and contractors who
drive various vehicles to jobsites to receive
specialised driving directions for their vehicles.
Navigator is also ideal for newer employees,
since it enables them to eﬃciently access
assets without needing to have years of

The headquarters for CEPC
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experience navigating the service area.
Navigator simply guides them eﬃciently
and safely to where they need to go.

Location intelligence connects
departments

For CEPC, using ArcGIS ﬁeld apps has
dramatically opened up communication
among departments. Seeing every asset and
its related information enables crew members
to plan what they need to bring into the
ﬁeld each day to do their jobs correctly. This
helps them avoid unnecessary trips back to
the oﬃce to retrieve additional equipment.
The apps have also made it easier to train
new hires, since all the information about
the system is available digitally, making it
unnecessary for them to memorise elements
of the electrical system from the start.
Linemen also report that communication
with landowners for right-of-way issues is
enhanced by having an accurate map to
lead the discussion and show proposed
changes. From the oﬃce or the ﬁeld, CEPC
staﬀ members now have a common view of
the utility’s network. And that has made all
the diﬀerence for streamlining operations and
increasing the eﬃciency of ﬁeld activities. And
crews need only rely on their iPads as a single
source of truth for an accurate picture of the
electric system while they’re in the ﬁeld.

A lineman for CEPC

Barbara Leigh Shields is a
writer at Esri (esri.com)
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HANDHELD

RUGGED COMPUTERS FOR
TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS
Handheld Group is a manufacturer of
ultra-rugged mobile computers built
rugged from the inside and out. Our
tablets and handhelds can withstand
tough ﬁeld work days, with water, dust,
shock and extreme temperatures.

GeoVille Information Systems
and Data Processing GmbH
A global leader in satellite-based land
monitoring solutions
In the last 20 years, we have established
a broad international client base and
successfully implemented more than
440 client solutions. We combine
technical excellence with a profound
knowledge of application requirements
to deliver beneﬁts through information
services.
By providing fully automatic B2B
land monitoring solutions, we enable
geographic accounting of human and
natural dynamics. Thereby, we focus on
aﬀordable and quality controlled geoinformation.

HEXAGON
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Hexagon is a global leader in digital
solutions that create Autonomous
Connected Ecosystems (ACE), a state
where data is connected seamlessly
through the convergence of the
physical world with the digital, and
intelligence is built-in to all processes.
Hexagon’s industry-speciﬁc solutions
leverage domain expertise in sensor
technologies, software and data
orchestration to create Smart Digital
Realities™ that improve productivity
and quality across manufacturing,
infrastructure, safety and mobility
applications.

The NAUTIZ X9 ultra-rugged Android PDA
is tough-as-nails and can handle any
environment a ﬁeld worker might encounter.
Learn more at: www.handheldgroup.com/
NAUTIZ-X9

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B)
has approximately 18,000 employees
in 50 countries and net sales of
approximately 3.5bn EUR. Learn more
at hexagon.com and follow us @
HexagonAB.

Together with a strong network of
reselling partners Handheld supply
rugged computers to a wide area of
ﬁeld applications, often in the most
demanding environments.

INTERGEO
Hall 12.1 Booth 12.1D.023
Frankfurt, Germany
16-18 October 2018

Just recently GeoVille has founded
Geo4Agri B.V. in the Netherlands to
service highly specialised data streams
to the AgroFood industry.
The ALGIZ 8X ultra-rugged tablet comes with
an 8-inch capacitive touchscreen and has
rain- and glove mode. Learn more at: www.
handheldgroup.com/ALGIZ-8X

Handheld has local subsidiaries
worldwide and online product
information in several languages.
Contact us today to learn more!
Visit us at INTERGEO in Frankfurt
We’re in Hall 12, booth 12.0C.031

GeoVille Information Systems and
Data Processing GmbH
Sparkassenplatz 2
6020 Innsbruck, Austria
Tel: +43 512 562021-0
Email: info@geoville.com
www.geoville.com
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Handheld Group AB
Tel HQ: +46 (0)510 54 71 70
info@handheldgroup.com
www.handheldgroup.com

Company
Showcase
Spring Edi!on - March 2019

For only £300, be part of the twice
yearly Supplier’s Company Showcase

Smart City World Congress
Stand #C-343
Barcelona, Spain
13-15 November 2018
World of Concrete
Booth C-4852
Las Vegas, USA
21-25 January 2019

Got interested?
GeoVille is continuously looking for
partnerships to create new businesses
and we are keen to start working with
you.
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No Artwork needed!
Published in the March/April
Print and Online edi!ons, plus Bonus
Distribu!ons at Major Events in
March, April, May

Only
£300

To book your entry, email Micki NOW:
mickiknight@geoconnexion.com
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